Not all email is created equal. Is there a way to separate unsolicited but valuable communication from the nuisance of worthless spam? The right answer would solve a $50 billion problem, but the two most common approaches—technology and law—have had little effect. Of technology: until computers comprehend language and metaphor, the arms race in filter patching versus filter penetration is not winnable; spammers simply convert their messages to new formats that only humans recognize. Of law: criminalization requires a clear definition of the crime and an ability to catch the criminal. Neither is possible with spam. Laws lose efficacy on an anonymous borderless Internet. Taxes curb waste as well as welcome messages. Even if it were possible to ban or tax specific content, recipients themselves do not agree on what constitutes “spam.” Different people have different views on advertising, friends, and family, as well as on religion, politics, pornography, and philanthropy.

**SEEING SPAM AS AN ECONOMIC PROBLEM**

Solution prospects improve if we focus on spam’s economic properties. Spam is information pollution: it represents the waste product of senders trying to reach those few recipients who actually want what they’re offering.

Ironically, although spam produces a glut of unwanted information, it is caused by an absence of information about senders and recipients. Without prior contact, recipients cannot judge sender quality, and senders do not know recipient tastes. This incomplete information encourages mass mailing because mistargeting has almost no cost.

A solution for spam then must address two related problems: that (1) spam is information pollution (2) resulting from incomplete information.

The first insight provides considerable leverage because we already have pollution control mechanisms: technological, regulatory, and market-based. Experience tells us that pollution control works best when applied to the lowest cost point of intervention. For smokestack exhaust or pipeline effluent, this means placing filters at the source. In contrast, technological spam controls are backwards. If a handful of spammers can create a $50 billion problem for everyone else, it is because current interventions...
place filters at the high-cost destination. Each recipient needs the equivalent of a water filter and gas mask to drink and breathe. We know this is wrong, and have known it for nearly half a century.

**ATTENTION RIGHTS**

Nobel laureate Ronald Coase’s work examining market failures points to a solution. We should allocate property rights to either senders or recipients in the best way that encourages trade. Who should have such a right? And, how might it work?

The answer for spam is to grant recipients a right to allocate their own valuable time, without interruption. A need to respect this right can force senders to decide whether their messages merit intruding, as distinct from the free-to-pollute case that forces recipients to decide what merits discarding. Senders have content knowledge that recipients cannot know beforehand. As the filtered drinking water analogy suggests, let senders choose what to send, and stop forcing recipients to choose what to clean up.

In operation, the idea is to ask for a simple promise as follows. No stranger can reach a communications inbox unless he will promise not to waste the recipient’s time. This promise binds because the inbox returns all messages from strangers that do not provide a sender guarantee, literally a tiny bond of say 2–5¢. Recipients can set the amount arbitrarily small or large depending on their opportunity costs. It should neither be so large as to discourage valuable interruptions nor so small as to encourage interruptions that waste time. If a sender breaks his promise, the recipient simply claims the bond, or if she prefers gives it to her favorite charity. Otherwise, the sender’s message is costless. Similar guarantees have long been recognized as a means to distinguish high quality from low.

Interestingly, firms in California, Massachusetts, and New Jersey have implemented a straightforward protocol. A recipient posts an interrupt price or “attention bond,” with her Internet service provider (ISP). For unrecognized senders, the ISP either verifies incoming bonds or bounces the message. For recognized senders, messages pass through freely. If, on reading the message, a recipient finds the stranger sent spam, she can report him with the click of a mouse, and her ISP places the bond in her account. This exercise of attention rights shifts the recipient burden away from *ex ante* classification, which is difficult, toward *ex post* verification, which is easy.

**SIGNS & SCREENS**

“A**ttention bonds” accomplish two things. They serve as both signal and screen. As signal, a recipient’s bond choice indicates the value of attention, putting a “price” on this scarce resource. The price discourages senders from polluting the resource. Senders consume attention only when value exceeds cost. As screen, a sender’s willingness to offer an attention bond reveals his private knowledge that this must be true. The message author knows its content, knows too whether he is a spammer, new friend, or long lost colleague, and can separate himself from the crowd by his ability to keep a promise that a spammer never will. On a large scale, the spam sender’s costs rise disproportionately because ISPs either reject his unwarranted communication or they constantly cash his bonds.

So why not cash the bond every time? Obviously you can, but with each decision to punish a sender, you signal what type of person you are. If you value 5¢, more than messages from your friends and family, you tell them so with your behavior. Don’t expect to hear from them...
again if you take their bonds. Visible records of bond-taking rates can also help check opportunistic behavior even among strangers. Reputation mechanisms have proven so effective at eBay that 99.1% of feedback is positive despite the fact that 89% of transactions occur between complete strangers interacting at a distance.

For legitimate companies, like Citibank, L.L.Bean, and Dell, giving you an attention right is very attractive. To send a postcard, direct mail costs roughly 35–60 cents due to costs of design, printing, and postage; glossy letters can cost more than a dollar. So, even if you cash their spam bonds, legitimate companies can typically reach you for less than the cost of direct mail. In fact, legitimate companies spend nearly $1,000 per capita to reach you now, between broadcast, print media, and mail. Instead, some of that money would go to you or your designated charity in the form of spam bonds. Plus, your bond choices voluntarily give advertisers useful feedback. If you cash the bond, you're effectively telling them, “I don't want to hear more about this kind of product,” but if you don't cash the bond, you're telling them, “OK, I'm still listening.” This choice helps them learn whether you want to hear about sporting goods, digital cameras, or investment planning, which they almost never learn from broadcast advertising, print media, or direct mail.

Recipient choice informs the market which messages match individual preferences. This improves targeting. If a recipient's choice indicates she thinks the diet ad was spam but not the ad for mutual funds, then senders will learn not to send this person diet ads. They learn to respect the wishes of each individual they contact.

Early in the 20th century, department store magnate John Wanamaker famously quipped “Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted. The trouble is I don't know which half.” Early in the 21st century, Wanamaker may finally have his answer.

**BEATING THE PERFECT FILTER**

A key advantage of an economic approach to spam is that it facilitates decentralized matching on both sender and recipient sides of the market. It stimulates legitimate transactions, as opposed to shutting them down. In fact, Theodore Loder, Rick Wash, and I show in an article in *Advances in Economic Analysis & Policy* that consumer benefits can be great enough that, in some cases, they exceed even those of a “perfect” spam filter that knows a person's individual preferences, has no false positives, and has no false negatives. This occurs whenever sidepayments or more complete information increase transaction surplus.

How can an imperfect market beat a “perfect filter?” The reason is that filters merely give recipients veto power, without providing them with sufficient information on which to exercise that power. In particular, filters don't let senders signal truly important messages. They don't help recipients report to the market which messages were and were not welcome. They provide no useful means to transfer value. The depth of problem is more readily apparent in a macro-economic context: trade creates more wealth than quotas.

Giving consumers the right to safeguard their own time will make them less apt to get unwanted messages and significantly less apt to get them more than once. They and their favorite charities can also directly benefit from advertisers' expensive efforts to reach them. Advertisers with legitimate offers can purchase a moment of consumer time, learn about consumer preferences, and possibly reduce distribution and media costs.

Technology and governments have both tackled the spam problem with only limited success,
failing in part because neither laws nor filters reveal enough information for the other side to improve its decisions. Market mechanisms have the potential to generate useful information in signaling the value of time, screening low value content, and revealing what consumers prefer to hear. It is time to give people the right to handle their own communications without unnecessary interruptions.

Letters commenting on this piece or others may be submitted at http://www.bepress.com/cgi/submit.cgi?context=ev.

NOTES
2. Based on 2005 U.S. Statistical Abstract Table 1261 advertising expenditures of $276 billion and a population estimate of 300 million.
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